S31 Floor Finish

Hard Floor Care

36% Super Concentrated Acrylic Floor Finish

Description
S31 Floor Finish is a super concentrated premium urethane
fortified floor finish that has been used on thousands of
square feet in grocery stores, convenience stores and retail
shops exceed industry standards for durability, shine, and
bounce back beauty. Dries to brilliant gloss and maintains
easily with spray buffing or high speed burnishing. Product
must be applied in thin coats.

Directions for Use
Dilute product as needed to produce desired finish
percentage, (Example: Dilute 2 to 1 to produce 18% finish),
then used in the following manner.
Clean floor surface with a neutral detergent. If a stripper or
alkaline detergent is used, rinse with clean water containing
a neutralizer to insure proper coating and wear properties.
Apply finish with an applicator or quality string mop
generously without puddling to insure adequate protection
and easy maintenance. For best results apply two or three
coats, allowing polish to dry between coats (about 30
minutes depending on ventilation, humidity and
temperature). Porous surfaces should be sealed with an
appropriate sealer or an extra coat of this finish. Maintain
floor by daily sweeping or dust mopping. When necessary
damp mop with a mild detergent. Recoat as desired. Spray
buff only with a high‐speed system compatible with the
finish to insure re‐coatability and performance. Strip only
when necessary using a recommended stripper. Since build
up is seldom a problem in busy areas recoat traffic lanes to
insure uniform protection and beauty.

Safety Cautions
• Keep out of reach of children
• Prior to using this or any cleaning product, make sure employees
read and understand the hazard information found on the product
label and Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS). The label and MSDS
will also provide information on handling precautions, protective
equipment and first aid instructions which might be appropriate
for this product.
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Features & Benefits






Outstanding Initial gloss
Clear, non‐yellowing formula
Resist scuff marks and scratches
Excellent response to burnishing
Slip resistance meets or exceeds ASTM D2047
James Machine 0.5 minimum

Specifications
Appearance:
Odor:
PH
Specific Gravity:
Biodegradable:
Solids:

White Turbid Liquid
Low
8
1.03
Yes
36%

Dilution / Coverage
Coverage………………………………………2000 Sq. Ft / Gallon

Available Sizes
Pail/ 5 gallon: Item # S3105
Drum/ 55 gallon: Item # S3106

